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lack of harmful-ness in a physiological sense. All these
might be interesting questions, but at that time they
did not concern me. I wanted to look that much-
advertised craving squarely in the face, and see of just
what It was composed, of itself, In Itself, and by itself.
1 wanted to size it up apart from its associations with
hygienic considerations or physiological consequences,
etc. I wanted to make it stand alone here in this inspec-
tion. I didn't want any (f red herrings " dragged across
this mental trail to obscure the points of Interest.
When I did this, nothing remained. There was
nothing to see, nothing to feel, and nothing to estimate.
There was no craving.
For some considerable time still, after meals, my
hand would move towards my right-hand coat pocket
in a sort of automatic way; the way in which it had
been accustomed to move for thirty years In search of
a pipe. But when I turned my analytic attention to
that tendency it seemed as if even that motor reflex
action withered away also; anyway, alter the first few
days of this experience the last vestige of such mechanical
tendencies disappeared.
Now, one cannot keep on expecting something that
for ever fails to materialize; so after 1 had kept on
looking in the direction of this craving for a little time,
and with no response, 1 naturally came to the conclusion
that no craving existed. I felt justified In assuming,
therefore, that what had hitherto masqueraded as a
" craving " was merely a menial attitude.
That is how I cured myself of the tobacco habit. I
cured myself of this " craving " by killing the wots of
the habit by analysis. My tobacco habit was simply a
custom; just as much so, and no more than a following

